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Project Objectives
Overall project goal: Determine the various factors that can
enhance or constrain resilience and adaptive capacities of
disaster-affected communities in a changing environment.

Cyclone Winston
in Votua 2016

Flood in Prek Prasob (Cambodia) 2013

Courtesy of Action Aid Cambodia

Courtesy of Votua villagers

Flood in Votua (Fiji) 2012

Drought in Prek
Prasob 2016
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Conceptual Framework
“The nexus perspective focuses on the interdependence of water, food
and energy by understanding the challenges and finding opportunities”
(UN-ESCAP 2013) - essential for human well-being, poverty reduction
and sustainable development
• World Economic Forum 2011
• Bonn 2011 Nexus Conference: The Water, Energy and Food
Security Nexus

Hoff (2011)

Conceptual Framework

“Environmental livelihood
security refers to the
challenges of maintaining
global food security and
universal access to freshwater
and energy to sustain
livelihoods and promote
inclusive economic growth,
whilst sustaining key
environmental systems
functionality, particularly under
variable climatic regimes.”

Biggs et al. (2015)
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Conceptual Framework
Adaptation Strategies in Post-Disaster Contexts
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Source: Adapted from Agrawal and Perrin (2008); expanded with ideas from Lucy Benge and
Carl Middleton

Study Areas
Ba River Catchment, Fiji

Study Areas
Kratie province, Cambodia

Methodology
Ba, Fiji
•

•

•

Unstructured discussions (talanoa) with
community members in Votua, Nawaqarua,
Etatoko and Navala
55 semi-structured interviews at household level
(3 ½ years after 2012 flood)
100+ individual journals with disaster narratives
(5-9 months after Cyclone Winston 2016)

Methodology
Participatory hazard mapping
Spatial:
− livelihood activities and locations
− water, energy, food types/sources
− areas effected by hazards
Environmental:
− changes and pressures
Hazards:
− types, location and extent, duration, impacts
Vulnerability/Resilience:
− aspects of individual and community vulnerability
− impacts on livelihoods
− changes in access to water/energy/food
Adaptation/Coping/Mitigation:
− hazard management
− coping mechanisms
− alternative livelihood approaches/changing
practice
*sessions conducted in the local language, translated in real time,
notes verified by translator

Methodology
Kratie, Cambodia
•

•

January 2016:
− Unstructured discussions with commune leaders and community members
(Chroy Banthey, Saub, Phrek Prasob, and Koh Tasuy)
June 2016:
− 13 Q-sort sessions (Ou Long, Thma Reab, Dei Doh Kraom, Koh Tasuy)

Methodology

Methodology

Q-Sort Focus Groups

Findings – Cambodia

Example: Q-sort with women’s group in Thma Reab village

Findings – Cambodia
Statements

Indicators

F1

F2

F3

3*

2*

3*

We do not need to change our sowing and
harvesting times to cope with flooding

-1*

0

1*

3

During floods, there are more fish to catch which
compensates for the crop damage

-2*

-1*

-2*

4

We have changed our cropping systems to be
better adapted to flood events

0

-1*

0

5

Many families have relatives in other locations
that can support them during floods and droughts

-1

-1*

0

6

Many villagers had to move away permanently
because of frequent disasters

1

0

-1*

7

During the flood, we grow crops in other
locations where no flooding occurs

-2*

1*

-1*

8

Some villagers have insurance coverage against
disaster events

-3*

-3*

-1

9

Before the flood arrives, we store enough food
and water in our houses

2*

1*

2*

1

0

2*

-1*

-2*

-3*

2*

-2*

-2*

1

In the case of flooding, we move our farm
animals and other valuables to higher ground

2

10

Sharing information with other households is very
important during the flood

11

The government does not need to take any action
in our community to manage floods

12

Villagers do not support each other very much
during floods and droughts

13

Our own knowledge and experience is sufficient
to cope with floods

0

0

1

14

We will need to grow different kinds of crops to
cope with drought events

0

1

0

15

The government needs to help us when we suffer
from a drought

1*

2*

1*

16

Following disasters, many villagers seek work
outside the village to cope with the losses

0

3*

0

35.37

31.65

16.29

Percentage of explained variance of each factor

5

6

2

Eigenvalues

4.60

4.11

2.12

Standard error of factor scores

0.22

0.20

0.33

Number of loading Q-sorts

Short-term
mobility

Consensus Statements
Distinguishing Statements
Storage

“Drought is our major
concern, as we cannot cope
with it by ourselves.”
(FGD in Deidos Krom
village)

Findings – Cambodia

Williams (2016)

Findings – Cambodia
Socio-Economic Differentiation through Disaster Adaptation

Better-off households
can build higher homes

Better-off HHs can
buy land elsewhere

Phrek Prasob
Koh Tasuy

Better-off HHs can build
refuge areas for livestock

Communal refuge area in
Phrek Prasob commune

Findings – Fiji
Votua (Coastal Community) – After the Flood 2012 …
Recovery and Adaptation

… and after Cyclone Winston in 2016

Nov 2012

Nov 2012

Findings – Fiji
Votua – During the Flood 2012 and After Cyclone Winston 2016

March 2012

240 out of 901 primary and secondary schools (27%) were
damaged and 60 completely destroyed (6%) by Cyclone Winston
Source: UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (2016)

May 2016

Findings – Fiji
Adaptation to Flood Situations (from individual interviews, Nov 2015)
 Build two-storey houses
 Store food, water and fuel
 Plant more tree crops around the
houses (breadfruit, papaya, banana,
coconut as post-flood food)

Tree crops
in Cautata

Preparations for the Next Cyclone (from individual journals, July 2016)

 Store food, water and fuel
 Tie the house and roof with ropes
 Cut back all surrounding trees
Tree destroyed by
Cyclone Winston

Findings – Fiji
Differential Impact (Perceptions?) of the Government’s
Dredging of the Ba River Bed

Votua

Nawaqarua

“the dumping of
dredge mud on
mangrove areas
caused mangroves
to die and affected
the ability of people
to hunt for crabs”
“the fields where
they put the
dredge mud are
good for planting
[new crops]
because they are
on high ground”

Findings – Fiji
Etatoko – Community resettled after the 2012 floods

Gracie Irvine

Juan Parada Diaz

Findings – Fiji

Relocation as Adaptive Strategy and Matter of Choice?
No. of households

Planning for 'relocation'

Considered 'relocation', but were restricted by various
factors (lack of land, decision of elders, housing,
finance, lack of job opportunities, sense of belonging)

Mentioned 'relocation', but were opposed to the idea
(cultural ties with the land, history, livelihood needs)

Did not mention 'relocation' as a strategy
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Data from semi-structured interviews in 28 households in Votua (Nov 2015)
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Findings – Fiji

Discussion
Cattan (2008: 86) suggests that “being mobile [is] not just about
geographical space, but also, and probably above all, about
social space”.
Existential mobility, as Kronlid (2014: 57) describes, refers to
“immaterial features of mobility which transcend its physical
features” including the spiritual and cultural aspects of
mobility.
Hence, being mobile in geographical space, is highly connected
to the ability of being mobile across social and cultural space.
This includes the ability to deal with change through social and
existential relationships.

Findings – Fiji
The Case of Navala (upland community)

Findings – Fiji
“I have a modern house and
a traditional bure. During the
cyclone we stayed in the bure
because it was much safer.”
Villager in Navala – Conversation
6 July 2016

“In the community we are still discussing about
changing to modern houses. We get money [from
the gov’t] for keeping them traditionally, but we
can also repair them more easily and cheaply
after the cyclone. We can walk around during the
cyclone without tin roofs flying around.”
Owner & Manager of Navala Ecolodge – Interview
9 September 2016

Findings – Fiji

Tourism, Culture & Disaster

R. Minamihara

“Tourism helps maintaining our traditions. […]
On the other hand, tourism also changes or
could change our traditions, the youth and
children are starting to dress differently and
speak more English than Fijian in some cases.
So we have to be careful; also people are getting
television which also brings new things.”
Owner & Manager of Navala Ecolodge – Interview
9 September 2016

“The owner of the Navala Ecolodge would pay
for some of the materials and provide food
rations to the building teams when they rebuild
or renovate the bure.”
Female Navala villager – Conversation 24 Nov 2016
A. Neef

Concluding Remarks
Classifying disaster response and climate adaptation strategies as
‘appropriate’, ‘successful’ or ‘maladaptive’ can be problematic
 due to the complexity of multi-risk environments and related trade-offs
between adaptation strategies;

 because of diverse and value-based assessments of ‘risk’ (e.g. cultural
security and sense of place vs physical security and risk of space);
 as adaptation of some actors may exacerbate the risks for others
(‘risk redistribution’).

Adaptation (or maladaptation or lack of adaptation) does not always
mean that the action (or inaction) is taken voluntarily

Need to understand resilience and adaptation relative to a very
localised cultural context
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